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HOLY, HOLIER AND HOLIEST
BY STEPHEN BARTON

It’s that time of the year when all the big supermarkets are selling BBQs at
full price, in hope that summer will be warm and dry. You’ve got to love that
optimism. If you’re wanting to buy one wait a couple of months and they may
be dirt cheap. Whenever I see BBQ charcoal burning it always makes me think
of a passage in Isaiah. Isaiah walks into the Temple and gets the shock of his
life. Expecting to meet with God - he goes in and is given a vision of the edge
of God’s garment filling the Temple. Also he sees Seraphim - strange heavenly
creatures, who are without sin and yet cover their faces with their wings for
fear of The God they serve, crying ‘Holy, Holy, Holy is the Lord God of Hosts, the
whole earth is filled with His glory’ (Isaiah 6 v 3). Indeed of all the attributes of
God, His holiness is the only one that is stressed in triplicate. Steven Lawson,
says holy, holy, holy or better, holy, holier and holiest. Isaiah who we know is
a religious man, (why else would he be going in the Temple?), at this sight, of
this Holy, Holy, Holy God, sees himself as he truly is, and is undone. ‘Woe is me’
he cries! He knows full well now that he is a sinner, ‘a man of unclean lips, who
dwells among a people of unclean lips’. Maybe prior to this encounter he saw
himself as moral, upright and worthy. There was none of that now. I don’t know
if you have ever thought what it would be like to meet with God face to face? If
you have I suspect you haven’t considered that your first words would be ‘woe
is me’. It seems completely hopeless. Isaiah is confronted with the holiness
of God and sees his own sinfulness and he feels himself unravelled. The late
D. James Kennedy who was a Presbyterian minister in Florida, USA once said,
‘God is holy and we are not. If that were all there was to the problem, there
would be no problem. God would simply send us all to hell. Yet He is also loving,
infinitely so’.
At this vision Isaiah is woefully aware of his own sinfulness, hopeless,
unravelled and probably wanting the ground to cover him, yet there is hope.
You see there is then this astounding verse, one of the Seraphim ‘flew to me,
having in his hand a burning coal that he had taken with tongs from the altar’ v6
and Isaiah is cleansed, and his sin atoned for. I don’t now how much you know
about altars, but the Old Testament is full of them. They speak of sacrifice. This
is a picture of the LORD Jesus Christ. The very reason there are no altars in the
New Testament is because Jesus, the Christ became the sacrifice, the ‘lamb of
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God who takes away the sins of the world’ as John the Baptist described Him.
It’s one of the things I love about the Good News of the Gospel. When we are
confronted with our sinfulness and become aware that God is Holy, we can
know our sin demands to be punished. That isn’t a big surprise. The surprise
in the Gospel is who bares the punishment. While all the world religions say
‘do this’, or ‘do that’. The Gospel says that you cannot do it. Nothing we could
do can give us an open heaven. But it also says it’s done. Christ, the beloved
Son of the Father, dies in our places. Jonathan Edwards said that the only thing
we contribute to salvation ‘is our sin that made it necessary’. The prophet
Isaiah much later in his book says of the Christ who would one day come, that
he would take up our infirmities and carry our sorrows, be ‘pierced for our
transgressions’ and ‘crushed for our iniquities; the punishment that brought
us peace was upon him’. (Isaiah 53 verses 4 and 5) I am thankful there is as
Richard Sibbes the English Puritan said, ‘more mercy in Christ than there is sin
in us’ or as Tim Keller often says, ‘We are more sinful and flawed in ourselves
than we ever dared believe, yet at the very same time we are more loved and
accepted in Jesus Christ than we ever dared hope’.
Stephen Barton is an itinerant preacher and prospective minister with the
Fellowship of Independent Evangelicals. He married to Joy and they have two
little girls, Hannah and Bethan.
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TALKING TO YOUR
CHILDREN ABOUT
MARRIAGE
JANI ORTLUND

GOD’S WAY IS ALWAYS BEST
Young children have many questions about family relationships, and they deserve
solid answers, answers they can live by, answers from God. How can you lay a
solid biblical foundation for your children regarding marriage? Let me share three
strategies we have used in our family through the years.
SHOW AND TELL
Young children learn more through their eyes than through their ears. Begin teaching
your children about marriage through your actions before they even understand
language. Let them see you light up when your spouse walks through the door.
Snuggle, kiss, hold hands, sit near each other—show them what it means to bind
yourself to that one special person in all the world.
Then as they begin to grasp language, let your children hear an abundance of
loving words flowing between their mommy and daddy. "I love you, darling." "Have a
good day. I can’t wait to see you tonight." "I’m so glad you said yes to me instead of
one of those other guys who wanted to date you." "Isn’t your father the kindest man
you know? Didn’t God bless us when He gave us Daddy to lead our family?" Fill their
6
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senses with the delight of a father rejoicing in the wife of his youth (Proverbs 5:18)
and the security of a mother embracing her godly husband (Ephesians 5:25). Show
and tell them that a biblical marriage is filled with joy.
PRACTICE AND PRAY
Make sure your children know that God is the one who invented this good gift of
marriage. Take them back to the Garden of Eden—to the very first wedding ever.
Help them understand that even with all the animals, even with the very Presence
of God, there was still something missing. Read and discuss together Genesis 2:18.
Here in the perfect Garden of Eden there was something "not good." What was it?
A man alone! God knew that Adam needed someone strong and kind and lovely—
someone like him, but also different from him. God knew that Adam needed a wife,
and so He made the very first woman and brought her to Adam, like the father of the
bride at the very first wedding in the whole world (Genesis 2:20–22).
Children love to pretend. Why not act out that very first wedding scene—or other
weddings? We have a dress–up box in our playroom that little ones love to use.
Talk about the kind of person they should marry. And then take time to pray for your
child’s future spouse and the new family your child will build with that life partner.
Let them see your anticipation at this happy thought!
Practice and pray for that significant day when your child will enter into Christian
marriage.
WITNESS AND WONDER
Children need to know that people get married all over the world. Each country
has its own laws about what marriage is and who can get married. Help your child
to be able to distinguish between laws of the land and God’s laws—they are not
always the same. Some countries say that marriage can be between two men or two
women, or that a husband can have more than one wife. Some people believe that
they will be happier if they decide what a marriage can be.
But marriage isn’t what we think it should be. Marriage it what God says it is,
because God made us and God made marriage. We listen to God and we believe His
words to us. Make sure your child understands that God says marriage is between
one man and one woman for life (Mark 10:6–9).
Your children need a firm conviction that God’s way is always loving, and His way
is always best. God tells us that everyone is to respect and treasure marriage, and
we are to keep our marriage promises (Hebrews 13:4).
7
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When possible, take your
children with you to weddings.
Prepare them beforehand
to witness the beauty and
significance of this sacred
ceremony. Talk about the
vows the bride and the groom
make. Explain to them that
when a man and a woman get
married they promise God that
no matter what, they will stay together as long as they both live. They make these
promises because sometimes it is hard to love each other. Marriage vows help keep
a couple together even when they don’t feel like loving each other.
Maybe your family has divorce in it. Sometimes we aren’t good at keeping our
promises. Sometimes sin can harden our hearts and we hurt the people we promised
God we would love the most. Talk this through with your children, assuring them of
God’s nearness in their sadness (Psalm 34:18) and His help when everything is so
hard (Isaiah 41:10).
And then bring the conversation back to the hope of their own future. When they
get married it may be hard at times. But God will be with them. And it is possible that
they will have the happiest marriage ever! Talk to them about happy marriages you
know, those of loving, selfless, committed couples. Tell them that marriage is God’s
kind gift to us. Marriage brings joy to adults and security for children. And best of
all, marriage is an up–close display of the forever love of Jesus for His church, which
He calls His bride!
Help your child grasp the wonder of this unique privilege and begin yearning for
it in their own lives. Keep talking. Keep praying. Keep anticipating. And watch what
God will do.
Jani’s new book, A Child’s First Book About Marriage: God’s Way is Always Best
is a great way to start the conversation.
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WHEN A LITTLE GIRL PRAYS TO A BIG GOD
by Jill Nelson
How many times do we as parents miss out on recognizing God at work in the
most ordinary everyday circumstances? How many times do we fail to call
upon Jesus in prayer thinking that the problem isn’t ‘big enough’ to warrant
His attention? Here is a true story of how a little girl’s simple faith in a big God
taught her daddy a big lesson.
Does God care about a doll coat? Yes, He does. God cares about doll coats
and He cares about the faith of little girls.
Driving down the highway coming home from summer vacation, a little girl
was playing with her doll and doll clothes in the back seat. She hung up her doll
coat on the wing window of the station wagon and noticed a few minutes later
that it was gone.
‘My doll coat! It’s gone!’ she exclaimed. After looking around the back seat
and realizing that the coat had probably gone out the window, she asked her
daddy to turn around and go back for the coat.
Her daddy patiently tried to explain that he was driving 65 miles an hour
down a divided highway, it would be some distance before he could cross the
highway, and dusk was approaching. But the little girl was insistent.
‘But it’s my favorite doll coat,’ she sobbed. But there was no way that the
doll coat could be found. They had traveled many miles since the coat was
noticed to be missing and there was no way of knowing where the coat had
gone out the window. Finally her parents convinced her that it was useless to
go back for the doll coat.
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After a few moments of silence, the little girl said quietly, ‘Would it help to
pray?’
Skeptical that her prayer would be answered as she desired, yet not
desiring to squash his daughter’s zeal for prayer and dependency on God, Dad
answered, ‘It always helps to pray.’
The little girl prayed simply and sincerely that God would bring back her doll
coat.
A few minutes later, Dad slammed on the brakes. ‘Kristi, God just answered
your prayer!’ he exclaimed. He jumped out of the car and ran to the back.
There caught on the very end of the trailer they were pulling was…the doll
coat!
Dad gleefully and gratefully restored the doll coat to his daughter and the
family drove on, awed by a great and glorious God who notices little things like
doll coats and loves to encourage the faith of His children.
"When a Little Girl Prays to a Big God," blog post by Jill Nelson, published
on December 5, 2013, copyright Truth78, www.Truth78.org. Used by
permission. Lord, Teach Us to Pray: Family Devotional Guide by Sally Michael,
copyright©2006, pages 141-142.)
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PLEASE PRAY FOR THE APC CHRISTIAN CAMP
SUMMER 2018

If you wish further information contact Rev. Ross McFarlane
Telephone: 01349 862420 Email: amymcfarlane15@gmail.com
The camp is for children aged 11 – 17 and runs from 6:30 pm Saturday, Aug.
4 to 11:00 am, Friday, Aug.10. It will be based at Kingsview Christian Centre
in Inverness, with daily outings and activities depending on the prevailing
weather. Planned outings include laser-tag at Wildwoodz, swimming, gokarting, ice-skating, and watersports at Loch Morlich. The week is filled with
activities and competitions. The daily Bible devotions and talks play a central
role. Please pray for physical safety and well being during the camp as well as
open hearts to the gospel message being preached.
Here are some photos of the youngsters enjoying themselves in previous years.
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THE SHADOW OF A GREAT ROCK Part 1
C. H. SPURGEON

"A MAN SHALL BE AS THE SHADOW OF A GREAT ROCK IN A WEARY LAND."
ISAIAH 32:2.
EVEN in our usually temperate climate, we sometimes complain of the great
heat, which is coolness itself compared with the terrible burning of Oriental
lands. A journey through the Sahara Desert might make us long for even the
heat of our hottest summer, unbearable though it seems to us to be. With
the hot sand beneath his feet from day to day, with not a tree and scarcely
so much as a bush within sight. With the sun pouring down torrents of heat
as though he were full of wrath against the wayfarer, with water exceedingly
scarce and what is to be obtained about as nauseous as one can conceive, the
traveler through the wilderness finds it to be a ‘weary land,’ indeed, and longs
for the time when he shall once again see the cultivated fields and the lands
that flow with brooks and rivers! Travelers tell us that when the heat has
become so intense that every living creature seems to be exhausted—when
birds, if there are any, droop their wings, and beasts lie down and pant out
their very life—at such times they have been glad to see great rocks right in
the center of the barren plain. And, creeping under their shadow, they have left
it on record that they have found most refreshing coolness and have lifted up
their hands in gratitude to God for the blessing of ‘the shadow of a great rock
in a weary land.’ Though I have never experienced to the same degree what
these travelers report, I remember one hot day in Northern Italy, when riding
12
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over a dry plain where the only living creatures seemed to be the lizards and
the abundant flies which they were pursuing, and the myriads of mosquitoes
that stung one almost to madness—a great rock was really a source of solid
comfort. Though we could afford time to rest only for a little while beneath its
shadow, we gratefully remembered it all day long and wished that we could
have stayed until nightfall beneath the shadow of that ‘great rock in a weary
land.’ Writing under divine inspiration, the prophet Isaiah describes the Lord
Jesus Christ, in His manhood, as being comparable to this great rock. In this
wilderness life of ours…Christ is a great rock and He casts a blessed shadow
across our path in which we refresh ourselves and renew our strength to go on
our way rejoicing. I shall try to bring out the meaning of the text by noticing,
first, why our Lord may thus be compared to the shadow of a great rock.
Secondly, I shall show when He is especially refreshing to us and, thirdly, and
practically, I shall ask, what is our business with regard to Him?
I. First, then, WHY MAY OUR LORD BE SAID TO BE A GREAT ROCK IN
A WEARY LAND CASTING A REFRESHING SHADOW? We may remember
concerning Him, in the first place, that, like a rock, He is always in the same
place. There are some shadows which you can create artificially and carry
with you. There have been shadows which have been cast by great trees, but
those trees have been removed. And if the traveler, in passing over the same
route, should expect to enjoy their cooling shade, he would be disappointed.
But, the great rock remains just where it was when Abraham, Isaac and Jacob
sheltered beneath it—and the traveler, today, may do the same. It is just
so with our Lord Jesus Christ. Blessed be His name, He has not shifted His
position! If any poor soul here wants to find Him, He is just where He used to
be—that is, He is waiting at the mercy-seat to receive every soul that will come
and trust Him. Jesus Christ is not far away from any of you—He is so near that
a prayer will reach Him, a sigh will find Him and a tear will get at His heart!
Only turn your desires towards Him! Only say to Him, now, in the silence of your
spirit, ‘Jesus, Master, cast Your shadow over my sin-burdened head. Protect
my soul from the wrath of God and from the fierce heat of hell!’ Only ask this
and it shall be given you, for Jesus is still waiting to be gracious and ready
to bless you even now! He is like a rock, too, because His shadow is always
there as well as Himself. Wherever the sun and a rock are, there is sure to be
a shadow. So, whenever God pours out the fierce beams of His wrath upon a
sinner, let that sinner fly to Christ and he shall find a shelter from that wrath!
13
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Whenever conscience oppresses you and reminds you of your guilt, depend
upon it that Christ has not lost His power to quiet conscience and to calm your
fears. Sometimes a sinner fears that it is too late for him to find peace in Christ,
or, possibly, he thinks it is too soon, or that he has sinned away his day of
grace. Ah, poor soul, all these suggestions are Satan’s lies! If you really desire
to have Christ’s love shed abroad in your heart, that is a proof that Christ has
already fixed His love upon you! If your head is now beaten upon by the fierce
sunlight of God’s wrath, you may come and find a shelter in the great rock of
Christ’s atoning Sacrifice! If you will trust in Jesus, you shall have the peace
which only He can give—the peace which passes understanding. We rightly
sing— ‘Dear dying Lamb, Your precious blood Shall never lose its power Till
all the ransomed church of God Is saved to sin no more’— and they are not all
saved yet—there are still some to be gathered and, therefore, Christ’s blood
has not yet lost its power to cleanse from sin! And Christ, as a rock, casts His
welcome shade over all who come to Him to be thus refreshed! Our Lord may
also be compared to the shadow of a great rock because the shadow of a great
rock is broad. I remember the time when, after a long, hot and dusty walk,
I found myself at the top of a considerable elevation where there is neither
shrub nor tree—but a huge cross which someone has erected there. And I
remember well how my friend and I tried to get under the shelter of that cross,
but there was only room enough in the shadow for one of us. We both tried
to get under the shadow, for it was terribly hot in the sunshine, but the cross
could not give shelter to the two of us, so we had to take turns as long as we
waited on the hillside. But it is not so in the case of a great rock! The shadow
there is sometimes so wide that if a whole caravan shall wish to rest there
free from the sun’s heat, they may all come and shelter under it—travelers,
camels and all! So is it with my Master. He is no little Savior! He has already
saved millions, but He is just as able to save unnumbered millions more! If the
shadow of His cross could only screen one sinner, what a scramble many of
you would make in order to be that one. Yet I fear that the very freeness of the
divine mercy makes many despise it, though it should not do so. If the whole of
us felt the heat of the sun of God’s wrath in our conscience and we were all to
come crowding to Jesus, we would not hear Him say, I cannot receive you all. I
have not room for you all. If there were room in Christ for all but one, I should
hear a cry from somewhere in this place, God, shut me not out, but receive me,
even me! Yet many of you are content not to get under the shadow of Christ
14
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though there is room there for you! There is room in Christ for the biggest sinner
out of hell! There is room for ten thousand times ten thousand sinners! There
will be room for all of Adam’s race who are ever led to come and put their trust
in Him! It is the shadow of a great rock and, therefore, it is a broad shadow!
Further , the shadow of a rock is free to all. Nobody thinks of paying for a seat
in the shadow of a rock, and nobody would wait to be asked to come under
that shadow. No one would dream of needing preparation before sitting on the
shady side of a great rock. Everybody who is weary seeks the shelter—every
man who is wiping the hot sweat from his brow comes and stretches himself to
rest beneath that genial shade even without an invitation! In like manner, Jesus
Christ is as free as the air to all who will trust in Him! You do not need to make
any preparation for coming to Him and although many invitations are given to
you to come to Christ, this is because of your unwillingness to come to Him—not
because there are any hindrances on His part! When a soul is once brought to
long for Christ, that soul may at once have Christ. The great difficulty is to make
sinners feel their need of a Savior—they think that they do not need Him. They
stand in the blazing sunshine and imagine that they will never faint beneath that
fierce heat. But when their strength begins to depart, they are willing to come
under the shadow of the great rock and there it stands, just as it always did, and
they are invited to come to it, after all their neglect of it, and find a refreshing
shelter there. Does not this truth of God comfort some poor soul in my audience?
Are there not some of you who have made the great mistake of supposing that
you had to grow better, or to do some good thing in order to get to Christ? Well,
then, let me assure you that as free as is the water in the drinking-fountain at
the street corner, as free as is the air which enters into your lungs, so free is the
ever-gracious Savior to every guilty sinner who will but come and seek a shelter
beneath this ‘shadow of a great rock in a weary land!’
TO BE CONTINUED
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READING REVELATION
JOHN FERGUSON
Recently at Kingsview on Sunday evenings our preaching series has been on
the book of Revelation. While the message of the book is plain – and admirably
captured in the title of Richard Bewes’ commentary The Lamb Wins! (Christian
Focus, 2013) – the prospect of reading or preaching the whole book is challenging
for us. Nonetheless the Lord has given his Word to us for reading and preaching,
so we go in faith that we will be helped by our Lord to understand it, whether in
preaching or in reading the book.
In preparing sermons on Revelation, a book I have found especially helpful
is by one of my seminary professors, Vern Poythress, The Returning King (P&R,
2000). Today I’d like to explain two features of Revelation which I’ve learned from
Professor Poythress’s book that aid us on our journey of reading through Revelation.

PERSPECTIVES
The central chapters of Revelation (especially 6-17) are the most difficult and
we want to address the challenge they present first. Knowing that there are
different interpretations of these chapters can put us off reading the book. We
feel perhaps we need to be familiar with these different interpretations first. It’s
not long before we come to the conclusion that Revelation is too difficult to read.
Essentially it is a book about Christ’s return. Keeping this single fact at the
forefront of our minds will help us read and understand it.
A helpful way to read the central chapters of Revelation is as telling one story
from several different perspectives. In the book there are seven accounts of
Christ’s coming and the events leading up to it. These accounts look at Christ’s
return from different angles.
The perspectives or ‘cycles’, as Poythress calls them, are found as follows:
Revelation 4:1-8:1; 8:2-11:19; 12:1-14:20; 15-16; 17-19:10; 19:11-21; 20:1-21:8.
These sections tell us about God’s plans for Christ’s return.
The Bible as a whole lends itself to reading the book this way. In Genesis 1
and 2 we have two accounts of God creating mankind while in the gospels we
have four accounts of Jesus’ earthly ministry. It is appropriate that at the end
of the Bible several perspectives should be offered in the same book regarding
Christ’s return. It is after all a most significant event!
16
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Patterns develop when sections are compared with one another that offer
encouragement for Christians suffering in the world and are instructive for
Christian life. We might notice for example similarities between 4:1-8:1 and 8:211:19. Four judgments are followed by a fifth seal or trumpet where God’s care
and protection of the church is brought into view. The descriptions after the sixth
seal or trumpet are prolonged, leading up to the climactic seventh seal or trumpet
marking Christ’s return. If the first two cycles offer a perspective of Christ’s
return in connection with what happens on earth, the third cycle (12:1-14:20)
grants a picture to us of what has happened and will happen in the heavenly
realm leading to Christ’s return. If in cycles one and two we see cosmic, material
implications of Christ’s return, here the spiritual aspect is developed.

NUMBERS

The book of Revelation is called what it is for good reason. It is revelation. Christ
reveals God’s will to John and through him to the church. At the same time there
is something of mystery in it. Perhaps this is no more evident than with the
numbers that appear in the book. The numbers are significant, and understanding
their use helps us to grasp the book’s message.
We want to find a balance, so I caution against reading too much into the
numbers, while at the same time we don’t want to underestimate their importance
in the book either. We can consider these two examples:

SEVEN
Seven is a number that represents completion or perfection. It especially
represents God’s perfection – his purity and will. His ways are complete. So we
find the seven spirits of God (4:5), the seven golden lampstands representing
the seven churches and the seven stars representing the angels of the churches
(1:20), the seven seals representing the completeness of God’s decree and seven
trumpets. The lamb who was slain has seven horns with seven eyes (5:6). He
alone is worthy to open the scroll sealed with the seven seals.
The number seven also provides us with a reference point for understanding
some of the other numbers that are used in Revelation. A period of three and a
half days appears in Revelation (11:9, 11). It features in the expression, ‘times,
time and half a time’ (12:14). If ‘times’ refers to two and ‘time’ one, ‘half a time’
is a half, the total here is three and a half times. The period of 1260 days (11:3
and 12:6) is also related to this. If for the sake of argument assume there are 30
days on average in a month then 1260 days is three and a half years.
17
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The significance of the number is found in what it represents. What happens in a
period of three and a half is significant but doesn’t represent the fullness of God’s plan.
At the same time the events that happen in three and a half days, months or times, are
not downplayed. They are so powerful they may appear final. But what Revelation is
telling us is that they represent an element of God’s plan. It actually reveals something
which is temporary. So when the two witnesses of Revelation 11 prophesy for 1260
days (three and a half years) it reminds us that the preaching of the gospel is only
temporary. When the witnesses lie dead on the streets it appears that evil has the
victory, but it is only temporary – for three and a half days. In Revelation 12:14 the
woman’s flight to the wilderness is for ‘times, time and half a time.’ Again her flight is
temporary, her eternal rest is not in this world, but in Christ and in the world to come.
Revelation shows the evil one to be very strong and powerful. Depicted
as a monster who seeks to steal God’s glory, he has seven heads covered in
blasphemous words. In view of how the number seven is used throughout the
rest of Revelation in reference to God and his perfection, Poythress explains the
use of the number seven here in 12:3. Satan ‘aspires blasphemously to imitate
the completeness of God.’ (p. 135)
We are told the number of the beast, ‘for it is the number of a man, and his
number is 666’. This number communicates strength and power, but in reference
to God, it represents a falling short of his glory. God is greater as the number 7
is greater than 6 (or as 777 is greater than 666). Christians in every time have
queried who this is speaking about. It was common to assign numerical values
to letters in the ancient world. Consequently some would try and work out from
the number who this man is. The names of several Roman emperors, including
Nero, could be construed to be 666. Undoubtedly Christians identified the text
as referring to this evil man and others under whom they suffered horrifically.
When we read how they were treated we may understand why they came
to the conclusions they did. At the same time they apparently calculated the
numerical value of Christ’s name to be ‘888’ and therefore remembered that
their Lord is greater than their foe!
The text teaches us to ‘calculate the number,’ that is to discern or probe the
number for its meaning. Its meaning for us is that God is greater and however
desperate the situation may be, he shall have the victory over the man of evil,
whoever he is, powerful though he is, and terrible though his actions are. Thus the
use of the number seven in Revelation compels us in whatever challenges we face
in our Christian experience to always keep God’s rule and power in view.
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TWELVE
The number twelve is also used throughout the book. It is has significance in the
Bible – the twelve tribes of Israel, and the twelve disciples. The number tells us
of God’s works on earth. In Revelation 12,000 are mentioned from twelves tribes,
totalling 144,000. The woman has a crown of twelve stars (12:1). At the end the
number twelve appears in several aspects of heaven. There are twelve gates
which are twelve pearls, with twelve angels at the gates, and on the gates the
names of the twelve tribes (12:12, 21). The wall of the city has twelve names of
the twelve apostles (21:14). The tree of life bears twelves kinds of fruit (22:22).
These features of heaven tell us that while heaven is different and better than
earth, what God does on earth shapes what heaven will be like.

MAKING A START
The perspectives and meaning of the numbers help us to grasp the message of
Revelation, and can help us to read the book and make sense of it.
Try reading the middle of Revelation according to the sections outlined,
one each day, and consider how each relate to the climactic event of Christ’s
return. It may assist you to divide the book into these smaller, more manageable
sections. It helps us keep the bigger picture in view when we remember the main
theme is Christ’s return. Numbers feature prominently in the book, so take time
to consider their meaning in your reading.
Next time we can look at another feature of Revelation that relates especially
to reading the Old Testament and also consider what the book has to teach us
as Christians as to how we can, with God’s help, approach the times we live in.
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MISSION FEATURE

HIGHLAND THEOLOGICAL COLLEGE UHI
by John Ferguson
The APC has long enjoyed close connections with Highland Theological College
(HTC). Over the years APC members have contributed through studies,
voluntary and paid work, prayer and financial support. Today HTC is part of the
University of the Highlands and Islands (UHI). It is one of thirteen colleges and
research institutions in the University and offers a range of courses with an
evangelical and reformed ethos.
I remember in the 1990s my church youth leader in Glasgow studied a long
distance course in theology at the College. It has always attracted students
from near and far. The College makes use of the internet so that students who
live a long distance away can participate in the classes. The experience of offcampus students continues to improve as technology advances.
HTC offers a range of courses in theology. An access course is available which
introduces students to theological study. Achieving well in this course grants a
student a qualification for entrance into the degree programme. Some aspire to
advance in their studies afterwards at the College, many others find it a welcome
opportunity to study the Bible, and grow in their faith and knowledge of the Lord.
Degree courses are available at undergraduate and postgraduate level.
More recently in addition to the BA (Hons) theology degree it has also been
possible to study a degree in politics, philosophy and economics. The College
affords the opportunity to study Masters and PhD degrees in theology.
An exciting recent development for HTC has been the opening of a new
campus in Paisley. The College has long been supported by evangelical
Christians in the central belt and so it has been pleasing to see a campus
develop and progress there. Members of staff have been hard at work to open
a newly furbished teaching facility for the 2018-19 term.
Today there are HTC graduates throughout the world preaching and
teaching the gospel. We’re delighted at church to have the Poon family with
us from Singapore while Sam is undertaking doctoral studies in Samuel
Rutherford’s theology.
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While HTC is a part of the University, it is also independent, enabling it to
retain its reformed and evangelical ethos. In order to offer a high standard of
Christian teaching it therefore depends on voluntary donations in addition to
the ordinary channels for student funding.
The goal of studying theology is worship. So College life is set in the context
of worship. Whether at the start of a class, or the chapel service during the
week, or administrative meetings, worshipping God is the essence of the
College’s life.
Give thanks and pray for the students and staff at HTC in Dingwall and
Paisley and those who live and study off-campus. Many have and continue to
make personal sacrifices with time and effort because of a desire to serve the
Lord and his church. Commit graduates, their families and ministries, in prayer.
Ask that through HTC the Lord may continue to equip students with an excellent
Christ-centred education and experience for the future well-being of the church.

Hector Morrison presenting The Princess Royal with a book
at the recent HTC Graduation ceremony.
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TWO QUICK SALADS
WATERMELON SALAD: 1 large watermelon. 1 or 2 packets of Feta Cheese
and some garden salad. Balsamic glaze. Cut the melon into wedges or cubes.
Sprinkle the feta cheese on top. Serve with rocket lettuce and cherry tomatoes.
Drizzle on a balsamic glaze if you wish. For a fun twist make this into a melon
pizza by cutting the melon into circles with the rind still on. Then sprinkle the
other ingredients on like a pizza topping.
PEACH AND FETA SALAD: 3 ripe peaches, 35g mixed seeds; 150g feta cheese;
1 x 100g pack of lemon and garlic couscous. De-stone and quarter the peaches.
Put in in a roasting tin with the seeds, chunks of feta and drizzle over 3tbsp
of olive oil. Bake for 12-15 mins at 200C/180fan/Gas 6. Cook the couscous
following pack instructions. Toss the couscous with the roasted peach mixture
and season to taste before serving.
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ANXIOUS FOR NOTHING? JANICE M. CAPPUCCI
ANXIETY
How can the truths of the gospel help those who struggle with anxiety?
Consider this challenging, X–ray observation from Tim Keller: ‘Worry is not
believing God will get it right and bitterness is believing God got it wrong.’
Worry and bitterness crouch at all our doors. But the Cross! The Cross
means no condemnation for those who are in Christ Jesus. Therefore, we risk
nothing by asking ourselves a few diagnostic questions:
When I trusted in Jesus for my salvation, did I say, in essence, ‘My life
belongs to you. Do with it as You will.’? If I did, or do now, is there such a
thing as ‘my’ life? Have I made Paul’s statement in Galatians 2:20 my own?
Have I been crucified with Christ? How much am I clinging to the vision I’ve
formulated for my life? How much have I internalized the prayer: ‘Thy kingdom
come, Thy will be done.’?
Let’s be real: His call to surrender our agenda and choose instead His
kingdom – that feels like pounding the nails into our own flesh. But that is the
narrow road. And Jesus stands at the crossroads, beckoning. ‘Come to me all
you who labor and are heavy laden, and I will give you rest.’ – Matthew 11:28
BITTERNESS
Can the Cross really help someone dig up the root of bitterness? Absolutely.
Here’s a first step: Challenge your expectations: Do you know you were
created to glorify God? That statement, if we have even the slightest sense of
entitlement, is a shock, a stinging slap in the face. Because every utterance of
the world, the flesh and the devil conveys the complete opposite – that God’s
job is to give us a good life as we define it. And don’t we know perfectly well
what’s best for us?
Here’s where the mistakes of others might help us grow in humility. Think
about Jesus’ first followers on Good Friday. Can you imagine what the events
of that day did to their expectations? Imagine their shock and sense of
utter defeat. Surely his tortuous death wasn’t part of the picture. Since they
knew nothing of God’s purposes in the Cross, if it were in their power, their
expectations would have led them to stop everything. In their sorrow and
confusion, they could’ve been easy targets for bitterness. But in just three days
they’d grasp how much higher are God’s thoughts than their thoughts.
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Praise the Lord from the earth,
you great sea creatures and all ocean depths,
lightning and hail, snow and clouds,
stormy winds that do his bidding
Psalm 148: 7-8
24
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What about us? Have sorrow and confusion made us easy targets too? A
target, yes. But with humility and faith, not an easy one.
What have we learned so far about bitterness? In a nutshell: Humility kicks
bitterness to the curb, declaring ‘Since I have been created for God’s glory, I
can no longer relate to Him as if He’s a genie whose job it is to ‘come through’
on my agenda.’ Humility enables us to say, ‘Thy will be done,’ and respond to
hardship with faith in God’s perfect wisdom, power and love.
And now for step two: Determine, with God’s grace, to be trained by
hardships. Hebrews 12 exhorts us to respond correctly to God’s discipline.
Specifically, we mustn’t shake our fists or stubbornly dig in our heels. And we
can’t fall into despair. Both responses grow out of an attitude of entitlement –
not humility – and both cultivate bitterness.
Instead, let’s pray along these lines: For God to reveal how He wants to use
hardships to refine us; for grace to be a moldable, teachable piece of clay in His
loving hands, for grace to loosen our grip on the things of this world (especially
our expectations); and for grace to keep our eyes on the prize: a harvest of
righteousness and peace.
The Puritan John Flavel puts it this way: ‘Afflictions do not happen by
chance, but by counsel.’ (Job 5:6 ; Ephesians 1:11) They are ‘ordained as
means of much spiritual good for saints. They are God’s workmen on our hearts
to pull down pride and earthly security. And being so, their nature is changed.
They are turned into blessings and benefits. (Psalm 119:71) So you have no
reason to quarrel with God. Rather you should marvel that God should concern
Himself so much for your good that He will use any means to accomplish it.’
(Quoted in Tim Chester’s book, God’s Discipline: A Word of Encouragement in
the Midst of Hardship, Christian Focus Publications, 2018, p. 79)
Janice blogs at http://janicecappucci.com
Her book, Storm Clouds of Blessings: True Stories of Ordinary People
Finding Hope and Strength in Times of Trouble is available now.
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THE BRANCH - REV. ANDREW MURRAY

Every branch in me that beareth not fruit, he taketh it away John 15:2
A vine needs branches: without branches it can do nothing, can bear no fruit. As
important as it is to know about the Vine, and the Husbandman, it is to realise what
the Branch is. Before we listen to what Christ has to say about it, let us first of all
take in what a branch is, and what it teaches us of our life in Christ. A branch is
simply a bit of wood, brought forth by the vine for the one purpose of serving it in
bearing its fruit. It is of the very same nature as the vine and has one life and one
spirit with it. Just think a moment of the lessons this suggests.
There is the lesson of entire consecration. The branch has but one object for
which it exists, one purpose to which it is entirely given up. That is, to bear the fruit
the vine wishes to bring forth. And so the believer has but one reason for his being
a Branch – but one reason for his existence on earth – that the Heavenly Vine may
through him bring forth his fruit. Happy the soul that knows this, that has consented
to it, and that says, I have been redeemed and I live for one thing – as exclusively
as the natural branch exists only to bring forth fruit, I too: as exclusively as the
Heavenly Vine exists to bring forth fruit, I too. As I have been planted by God into
Christ, I have wholly given myself to bear the fruit of the Vine desires to bring forth.
There is the lesson of perfect conformity. The branch is exactly like the vine
in every aspect – the same nature, the same life, the same place, the same work.
In all this they are inseparably one. And so the believer needs to know that he is
partaker of the Divine nature, and has the very nature and spirit of Christ in him,
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and that his one calling is, to yield himself to a perfect conformity to Christ. The
branch is a perfect likeness of the vine; the only difference is, the one is great and
strong, and the source of strength, the other little and feeble, ever needing and
receiving strength. Even so the believer is, and is to be, the perfect likeness of Christ.
There is the lesson of absolute dependence. The vine has its stores of life and
sap and strength, not for itself, but for the branches. The branches are and have
nothing but what the vine provides and imparts. The believer is called to, and it is
his highest blessedness to enter upon, a life of entire and unceasing dependence
upon Christ. Day and night, every moment, Christ is to work in him all he needs.
And then the lesson of undoubting confidence. The branch has no care; the vine
provides all; it has but to yield itself and receive. It is the sight of this truth leads to
the blessed rest of faith, the true secret of growth and strength: ‘I can do all things
through Christ which strengtheneth me.’
What a life would come to us if we only consented to be Branches! Dear child
of God! Learn the lesson. You have but one thing to do: Only be a Branch! Nothing
more! Nothing less! Just be a Branch; Christ will be the Vine that gives all. And the
Husbandman, the Mighty God, who made the Vine what it is, will as surely make the
Branch what it ought to be.
Prayer: Lord Jesus, I pray thee reveal to me the heavenly mystery of the Branch, its
living union with the Vine, in its claim on all its fulness. And let thy all-sufficiency, holding
and filling thy branches, lead me to the rest of faith that knows that thou workest all.
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ALEC MOTYER - WHAT THE BIBLE MEANS TO ME
Alec was both a pastor and a professor during a life spent serving the Church.
Throughout his professional career he became well known for his work on the
Old Testament and the book of Isaiah in particular.

I

have loved the Bible as far back as I can remember. For this, thanks is due to what
is ordinarily called a ‘chance’. My parents left me as a baby in my grandmother’s
care for a weekend, and the weekend stretched out to become my first seven years.
During that time a very ordinary old lady lovingly shared her extensive Bible knowledge
and the love which she felt for Bible stories and Bible truth. Others may see ‘chance’.
I see the deliberate plan of the God of all grace. Did Grandma enter into discussion of
whether the Bible is true? In what sense it is the Word of God? What does ‘inspired’
mean? No. Such topics never entered her head, but, all-unknowingly, the way she shared
even the simplest Bible story imparted unthought-out, implicit convictions that here
indeed is truth; this is indeed God’s Word.

Nothing has shaken these certainties. In the face of liberal theological
education, and the often hostile criticism of the Bible by teachers, nothing could
persuade me to accept anything that cast doubt on Scripture or diminished its
glory, and speciality. When I did not know the answer to arguments, I put them
‘on the long finger’. Confident that the Bible would yet vindicate itself against
all comers. And the same is still true: problems still arise, and are there to be
wrestled with, and some must remain awaiting answers. But problems are not
doubts. Years of reading, thinking, and learning have turned childish intuition
into mature certainty. ‘Here’ (as the Queen’s Coronation Service asserted) ‘is
Wisdom; this is the Royal Law; these are the lively Oracles of God.’
The Bible is still to me the lovely and beloved book. That in itself is sufficient to
get me out of bed in the morning! For it is the book of the knowledge of God, and the
repository of eternal and saving truth. First, I find that the Bible is the life-changing Book
by virtue of its own inherent spiritual power. I know well that when Psalm 119:105 says,
‘Your Word is a lamp’ it is thinking of the hand-held torch to show where next to put
our feet, and the car head-lamp illuminating the road ahead. But it is also an infra-red
lamp – a health or heat lamp. We read our Bibles and over the years we find that we
are being ministered to, nourished, at the secret roots of our being. It’s never true that
‘we get nothing’ out of our Bible reading. Last week’s food nourished us even though we
now have no memory of the menu! The living God imparts himself to us in his holy Word.
Secondly, at the conscious level, the Bible in its every part is profitable for doctrine,
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reproof, correction and instruction – respectively, to teach us the truth, to correct
errors in mind and life, to order our conduct in true directions, and to educate us in
righteousness. It is God’s school and university course from infancy to graduation (2
Tim. 3:14–17). Blessed are those who, like Timothy and me, were given a start in infancy
by godly grandmothers.
Thirdly – and above all – without the Bible we would not know Jesus in whom are
stored all the treasures of God’s wisdom and knowledge. With four Gospels compared
with one of everything else, the very construction of the Bible is a divine signal that
this one thing is four times as important as anything else: read the Gospels, follow
the example of Mary who ‘took her seat at Jesus’ feet, and went on hearing his word’
(Luke 10:39). What she did once we can do everyday – that’s what the Bible means to me.
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UNTIL THE END OF TIME...
by Catherine Mackenzie

A

paper thin hand strokes the soft ivory keys of the piano. A tune never
forgotten sounds out while above, a faded photograph holds pride of
place. However, nobody knows who she is, the elegant young woman
looking out at us. Her hairstyle and fashion are not of this century but her
eyes shine, even in black and white. The photograph is just a memento
of somebody’s forgotten life. Nobody can bring themselves to discard the
unknown face. Whoever she was she deserves more than that. So the picture is
placed on the piano and nursing home life goes on as usual.
Perhaps the man in the corner, sitting primly on a faded armchair, was
once dressed in khaki and decorated in medals. Who can tell – he can’t
anymore.
An anxious woman wanders down the corridor stroking the furry ears of a
child’s soft toy. ‘It’s not a dog,’ she exclaims insistantly to any who will listen.
There are nylon whiskers and a long patched tail. It’s probably a cat but I can’t
be certain.
An exclamation from a woman across the aisle stops me in my tracks, ‘It’s
been so long,’ she declares. ‘How are the family?’
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I answer, ‘They’re fine, very well thank you,’ and hold her hand. As far as
I know she and I have never met before. She has the audacity later on to ask
what my plans are. ‘Any thoughts of marriage?’ I pass on the usual clichés
about the extensive but unfruitful search for Mr. Right. And from the depths
of the confused comes an echo of truth, ‘He’ll have to love you until the end
of time my dear.’ I smile. Then she exclaims, ‘It’s been so long. How are the
family?’ As I wrap up against the bitter cold outside I think about the emphatic
words of love ... until the end of time. It’s closer for some than others.
However, there is one who loves regardless of time. He has held me in his
arms and loved me since before it all began. He will love me until the end and
beyond as he has promised. His Word lasts forever as will his love.
The photograph on the piano is faded, the memory too. Who knows what
she experienced in her life beyond the camera? Perhaps this woman was
on the brink of a life of great joy; perhaps only sadness lay ahead. We know
as little of our own futures as we do of this woman’s past. However, as
believers we can trust in God. Whatever the future holds, whatever tragedies
and heartache life throws at us God’s steadfast love endures forever. When
the photo fades, when the clock stops, when the world is no more … his
love remains stronger than death … stronger than life, just in case you’re
wondering.
Jeremiah 29:11 For I know the plans I have for you, declares the LORD,
plans to prosper you and not to harm you, plans to give you hope and a future.
Jeremiah 33:11 Give thanks to the Lord of hosts, for the Lord is good for his
steadfast love endures forever.
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